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Abstract
In this note we give an e#ective method to compute the set of points at which a dominant
polynomial map between two a0ne algebraic varieties is not 1nite. c© 2002 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V.
MSC: 12Y05; 14E10; 14Q20
1. Introduction
Let f :X → Y be a dominant polynomial map of a0ne varieties. We say that f is
not +nite at a point y∈Y if there is no Zariski open neighborhood U of y such that
the restriction map f|f−1(U ) :f−1(U ) → U is 1nite. We will denote the set of points
at which a polynomial map is not 1nite by Jf and we will call it the Jelonek set. In
the complex case it can also be topologically described, namely:
Jf = {y∈Y | there is a sequence {xn} ⊂ X such that
|xn| → +∞ and f(xn)→ y}:
This set was introduced and investigated by Zbigniew Jelonek [3,4]. It is very useful
in the study of polynomial mappings [6,7]. For example, the set Jf is empty if and
only if the mapping f is 1nite. In many applications it is important to describe the
Jelonek set e#ectively [7]. A particular case X =Y =—n was done in [3]. Our goal is
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to give a general method of 1nding the ideal of the set Jf for dominant, polynomial
mappings between arbitrary a0ne varieties over an algebraically closed 1eld. In this
note we describe this set in the language of GrJobner basis.
2. Notation and terminology
By — we will denote an algebraically closed 1eld and by An the n-dimensional a0ne
space over the 1eld —. The a0ne part of Pn such that xi =0 will be denoted by Ani .
Let us recall some basic de1nitions and notations concerning GrJobner basis. For a
given strict ordering on Nn which has properties
• ∀∈Nn \ {0}; ¿ 0;
• ∀; ; ∈Nn; ¡ implies + ¡ + ,
by in P= adxd we will denote the initial form of the polynomial P=
∑
ax
1
1 · · · xnn ∈—
[x1; : : : ; xn], where d=max{=(1; : : : ; n)|a =0}. Such de1ned d we will denote by
Gdeg(P).
Denition 1. A 1nite subset B ⊂ I of an ideal I is called a GrJobner basis of the ideal
I if the set {in P|P ∈B} generates the ideal generated by all initial forms of the ideal I .
Let us note that a GrJobner basis of an ideal I is a set of generators of I . It can be
computed by simple arithmetic methods.
In this paper we will use the following orderings:
• the lexicographic ordering
¡ i# k = k for k ¡ l and l ¡l;
• the graded inverse lexicographic ordering
¡ i#
n∑
i=1
i ¡
n∑
i=1
i or(
n∑
i=1
i =
n∑
i=1
i and l= l for l¿k and k ¿k
)
• the graded inverse lexicographic separating ordering in Nn ×Nm
(; )¡ (; ) i# ¡ or (=  and ¡);
where on Nn and Nm we have respectively graded inverse lexicographic orderings.
3. Main result
Let us recall the de1nition of a point at which the map is 1nite [5].
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Denition 2. Let X ⊂ An; Y ⊂ Am be a0ne irreducible varieties. We say that the
dominant polynomial map f :X → Y is 1nite at a point y∈Y if there exists a Zariski
open neighborhood U of y such that the restriction f|f−1(U ) :f−1(U ) → U is 1nite.
The set of points at which a polynomial map f is not 1nite we denote by Jf.
In the case of the 1eld of complex numbers we have a nice pure topological de1-
nition.
Denition 3. A dominant mapping f :X → Y is topologically proper at a point y∈Y
if there is a neighborhood Uof y such that the preimage f−1( KU ) of the closure of U
is a compact set. The set of points at which a polynomial map f is not topologically
proper we denote by J Tf .
These two de1nitions of sets Jf and J Tf coincide in the complex case. Indeed, we
show that Jf = J Tf . To obtain the inclusion Jf ⊂ J Tf it is enough to prove that if
y ∈ J Tf then y ∈ Jf. Assume that y ∈ J Tf . Note that the set J Tf is either the empty set
or a closed hypersurface in Y [4]. Take U =Y \ J Tf as a neighborhood of y. Since the
restriction f|f−1(U ) :f−1(U ) → U is proper and has 1nite 1bers, it is 1nite. It means
that y ∈ Jf. The converse inclusion (J Tf ⊂ Jf) follows from the fact that a 1nite map
is topologically proper.
Theorem 4. Let X ⊂ An; Y ⊂ Am be a;ne; irreducible varieties and f :X → Y be a
dominant polynomial map. Then we are able to compute e=ectively the ideal of the
set Jf.
The proof of this theorem follows from the following sequence of observations.
Proposition 5. Let X ⊂ An; Y ⊂ Am be a;ne; irreducible varieties and let f=
(f1; : : : ; fm) :X → Y be a dominant polynomial map. Then
1. the ideal of the set
graph(f)= {(x; y)∈X × Y |f(x)=y} ⊂ X × Y
is of the form (I(X ); f1 − y1; : : : ; fm − ym)= I; where I(X ) denotes the ideal of
the set X;
2. if we consider in Nn×Nm the graded inverse lexicographic separating order; then
the Gr?obner basis Bx of the ideal of the projective closure of the set graph(f)
in the Pn × Am is the homogenization (with respect to the variables xi) of the
Gr?obner basis B of the ideal I;
3. the ideal J of the set graph(f) \ graph(f) is generated by (Bx; xn+1).
Proof. 1. Since the set graph(f) is isomorphic with the variety X it is enough to note
that the ring —[X ][y]=(f1 − y1; : : : ; fm − ym) is isomorphic with the coordinate ring
—[X ].
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2. The second statement follows from the fact that thanks to the graded inverse lex-
icographic order for any P ∈—[x1; : : : ; xn], we have in P= in Px, where Px ∈—[x1; : : : ; xn;
xn+1] denotes a homogenization of the polynomial P. Indeed, if P= in P+
∑
ax
1
1 · · · xnn ,
then
Px = in P +
∑
ax
1
1 · · · xnn xd−||n+1 ;
here d=degP and ||= 1 + · · ·+ n, hence according to the de1nition of the graded
inverse order we get that in Px = in P. As the homogenization of P ∈—[x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ;
yn] by xn+1 does not change the degree of P according to Y as far as we consider the
separating order, we still have equality in P= in Px for polynomials in the considered
rings. This means that the GrJobner basis of the ideal I(graph(f)) is of the form
Bx = {Px|P ∈B}:
3. From this fact we get that the ideal J of the set graph(f) \ graph(f) is generated
by (Bx; xn+1).
Proposition 6. Let V be an algebraic subset of An×Am and B the Gr?obner basis of
its ideal with respect to the lexicographic order; then
1. the ideal of the image under the projection of V to Am is of the form
I((V ))= I(V ) ∩ —[y1; : : : ; ym]
(by I(V ) we denote the ideal of the set V );
2. B =B ∩ —[y1; : : : ; ym] is the Gr?obner basis of the set of I((V )) with respect to
the lexicographic order.
Proof. 1. The 1rst statement is a consequence of the de1nition of an ideal of a set.
2. It follows from Proposition 4:3 in [8].
Proposition 7. Let X ⊂ An; Y ⊂ Am be a;ne; irreducible varieties and let f :X → Y
be a dominant polynomial map. Then the set Jf is the image under projection to Y
of the set graph(f) \ graph(f).
Proof. At the very beginning let us note, that we can assume the varieties X and Y to
be normal, in fact we can always take theirs normalizations. If y ∈ Jf then there is an
open subset U  y such that f˜=f|f−1(U ) :f−1(U ) → U is a proper (algebraically)
morphism. The restriction of the projection ˜ :|−1(U ) :−1(U ) → U is also proper.
We have a commutative diagram
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where g stands for the natural map which sends x into graph(f), namely g(x)=
(x; f(x)). Since f˜= ˜◦g due to [2, Corollary 4:8], the map g is also proper and hence
g is closed. Since the image g(f−1(U )) is dense in the set −1(U ) we get the equality
g(f−1(U ))= −1(U ). It means that the point y is not in the set (graph(f)\graph(f))
and proves the inclusion (graph(f) \ graph(f)) ⊂ Jf. On the other hand, if the point
y is not in the image under the projection of the set graph(f) \ graph(f) then it is
enough to take as a Zariski open, a0ne neighborhood of y the set U =Y \(graph(f)\
graph(f)) on which the restriction f˜ :f−1(U ) → U is 1nite. Indeed, in this case
−1(U ) ⊂ graph(f), and hence ˜ :−1(U ) → U is proper. Since the map g is an
isomorphism between the sets −1(U ) and f−1(U ) as in the above diagram, and since
the projection ˜ is proper and has 1nite 1bers, it is 1nite. It means according to the
previous remarks that f˜ is 1nite over the set f−1(U ) and hence y ∈ Jf which ends
the proof.
Proposition 8. 1. Let {fi1; : : : ; fisi} be a basis of the radical ideal Ii, for i=1; : : : ; n.
Then I : = I1 ∩ · · · ∩ In is of the form rad(f1j1 · · ·fnjn), where ji =1; : : : ; si.
2. Let {f1; : : : ; fs} be a basis of the ideal I; then there exists an algorithm to
compute a basis of the ideal rad(f1; : : : ; fs).
Proof. 1. It is enough to prove this statement for n=2. It follows from the observation,
that
V ((f1; : : : ; fk) ∩ (g1; : : : ; gl))=V ((figj)):
2. The second statement follows from [1, Theorem 8:9, p. 393].
Proof of Theorem 4. Let us note that the set Jf is exactly the sum of the images under
the projection of the a0ne parts of the set S : = graph(f) \ graph(f). Namely
Jf =
n⋃
i=1
i(S);
where i = |Ani×Am . Now it is clear that to determine the set Jf for a dominant poly-
nomial map f :X → Y it is enough to take the GrJobner basis B with respect to the
separated graded lexicographic order of the ideal (I(X ); f1 − y1; : : : ; fm − ym), then
construct as in Proposition 5 the GrJobner basis of the ideal of the set S. Then as in
Proposition 6 compute the GrJobner basis Bi , i=1; : : : ; n, of the ideals I(i(S)). Fi-
nally, we have Jf =
⋃n
i=1 V (Bi), where V (Bi) is the zero-set of the ideal generated
by Bi . Let us observe that due to Proposition 8, we are able to give equations of the
set Jf and even more, we can compute the GrJobner basis of the ideal of this set.
Example 9. As an example consider the map
f :X  (x; y; z)→ (x − z; y + z)∈Y;
where X = {z2+xy−1=0} and Y =C2. The GrJobner basis with respect to the separated
graded order of its graph is of the form {xy+z2−1; x−z−u; y+z−v;−uz+vz+uv−1}
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then after homogenization by t according to variables x; y; z we obtain {xy+z2− t2; x−
z − ut; y+ z − vt;−uz + vz + uvt − t; t} the basis of the set graph(f) \ graph(f). Now
we compute the GrJobner basis with respect to the lexicographic order in a0ne parts:
• for x=1 we get B1 = {y + 1; z − 1; t; u− v} ∩ —[u; v] = {u− v},
• for y=1 we get B2 = {x + 1; z + 1; t; u− v} ∩ —[u; v] = {u− v},
• and for z=1 we get B3 = {x − 1; y + 1; t; u− v} ∩ —[u; v] = {u− v}.
Hence we have Jf = {u− v=0}.
Let us point out at the end that Theorem 4 gives an e#ective method to verify if
the mapping is 1nite. Indeed, the polynomial, dominant mapping f :X → Y is 1nite
if and only if the set Jf is empty. Hence the mapping f is 1nite if and only if in all
founded GrJobner bases Bi , i=1; : : : ; n, there are non-zero elements ai ∈—.
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